
* * * On Sale in June for $250.00 – Save 15 percent* * *
Available in a Print or PDF Format

Order The KTCR 2013 Year in Review

Another year has passed and around here, that means it’s time to ship out
the 2013 Year in Review Volume.  The 2013 edition, the sixteenth in the series
(it’s hard to believe it’s been sixteen years), is the best ever, topping out at 811
pages and chronicling 5,034 verdicts.  This year it is available not just in the print
edition, but also separately as a PDF file. [Search the entire document from your
computer.  No more carpal tunnel claims sifting through the pages.] Both
versions, with different utilities, cost the same.

Besides all the jury verdicts, readers have access to fourteen years of
encyclopedic data on medical verdicts, car wrecks, slip and fall trials, bad faith
and on and on. There is a new report on the largest pain and suffering verdicts
from 1998 to the present  

If it’s important to lawyers that try or settle civil tort cases, it’s in The Book.
Don’t guess the value of a case or a particular claim.  

Re ad  th e  Bo o k an d  kn o w  w h at it’s  w o rth .
See the backpage to order or call us

The KTCR 2013 Year in Review is on sale in June for $250.00
($265.00 for KY residents including tax)

Call us toll-free at 1-866-228-2447 to pay by credit card or 
simply complete the order form in this issue.

Available in Print Edition and PDF Format

Order online (securely) at store.juryverdicts.net
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Civil Jury Verdicts 
  Complete and timely coverage of

civil jury verdicts including circuit,

division, presiding judge, parties,

case number, attorneys and results.

Medical Negligence - The

plaintiff died of complications after

a bariatric surgery – her estate

alleged not just technical error by

her surgeon, but also that the

aggressively-marketed bariatric

program should never have been

instituted at the hospital in the first

place – a Somerset jury found for

the estate and awarded $8,000,000 in

non-economic damages, the

decedent taking $2,000,000 for her

suffering and her husband and two

children taking the same sum for

their consortium interests

Dixon v. Husted et al, 10-1363   

Plaintiff: Ann B. Oldfather, Sheldon 

L. Haden and Megan J. Hastings,

Oldfather Law Firm, Louisville

Defense: Sean Ragland and Nicholas 

R. Hart, Phillips Parker Orberson &

Arnett, Louisville for Husted

B. Todd Thompson, Millicent A.

Tanner and Chad O. Propst,

Thompson Miller & Simpson,

Louisville and John G. Prather, Jr.,

Somerset for Lake Cumberland

Regional Hospital

Clayton L. Robinson and Adam W.

Havens, Robinson & Havens,

Lexington for Wooldridge

Verdict: $10,658,265 for plaintiff 

assessed 60% to Lake Cumberland

and 40% Husted; Defense verdict on

liability for Wooldridge

Court: Pulaski, J. Burdette, 

3-25-14

    Pamela Dixon, age 39 and of Pine

Knot, was morbidly obese in 2009.  

Dixon served as a music teacher in

the school system.  She was also the

music director at the church where

her long-time husband (Bruce) was

the pastor.  They had two teenage

children, Caleb and Cortney.  The

evidence was that Dixon was a

beloved member of her community.

    That same year Lake Cumberland

Regional Hospital was marketing a

bariatric surgery program.  The

surgeries were being conducted by a

surgeon, Dr. John Husted.  Dixon

consulted with the so-called

Commonwealth Bariatric Center in

April of 2009.  She went through a

battery of tests and it was concluded

she was a good candidate.

    The surgery (a laparoscopic gastric

bypass roux-en-y) was performed by

Husted at the hospital on 12-7-09.  It

seemed uneventful.  The next day 
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Jefferson County

Bus Negligence - A TARC bus ran a red light and turned

into the path of the plaintiff – the plaintiff, a labor and

delivery nurse, has since complained of a permanent

low-back injury - $680,171 p. 7

Medical Negligence - During a surgery to remove left

kidney and ureter cancer, the plaintiff’s right ureter 

was injured, that injury purportedly seeding the 

cancer in a new location – by the time the “seeded”

cancer was discovered a year later it had 

metastasized - Defense p. 8

Auto Negligence - While the plaintiff rear-ended the

defendant, the plaintiff still blamed the defendant for

suddenly stopping - Defense p. 9

Pulaski County

Medical Negligence - The plaintiff died of complications

after a bariatric surgery – her estate alleged not just

technical error by her surgeon, but also that the

aggressively-marketed bariatric program should 

never have been instituted at the hospital in the first

place  - $10,658,265 p. 1

Hopkins County

Premises Liability - The plaintiff tripped on stairs at 

the rental home of his in-laws and sustained a knee

injury - $116,098 p. 4

Lincoln County

FELA - A rail worker suffered a knee injury and then

post-traumatic stress after a train struck a machine he

was operating on the tracks  - $1,302,022 p. 5

Fayette County

Auto Negligence - A driver and his passenger when 

the defendant ran a red light and turned into their 

path - $79,344 and $26,121 p. 7

Race Discrimination - A black warehouse manager 

at the University of Kentucky was fired for falsifying 

a purchase order – in this lawsuit he alleged 

disparate treatment, similarly situated white 

employees not being disciplined as severely for the 

same offense - Defense p. 10

Federal Court - Bowling Green

Civil Rights - The plaintiff was roughly arrested (she

suffered facial fractures) by a deputy sheriff as he

investigated a domestic dispute - Defense p. 8

Christian County

Gun Club Negligence - The plaintiffs alleged nuisance,

trespass and personal injury regarding the conduct of an

adjacent shooting range - Mixed verdict p. 9

Pike County

Auto Negligence/UIM - Husband and wife plaintiff

claimed injury after a stop sign crash – in this lawsuit

they sought damages from their UIM carrier (the

tortfeasor only appeared at trial pursuant to the duty 

to defend) that exceeded a coverage floor of 

$45,000 - $72,500 and $31,500 p. 10

Madison County

Nursing Home Negligence/Arbitration - The plaintiff

alleged a pattern of global nursing home neglect – the

nursing home defended that the case should be governed

by arbitration according to an agreement signed upon

admission – the estate of decedent alleged she lacked

capacity to enter the agreement - Finding that claim

precluded by arbitration p. 11
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